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CHAIRMAN FENTON: Before we go any further, we have a memorandum
here from the Governor's Office of Planning and Research which they want
to be made part of the record.l I've made a copy of this available to
the Attorney General and later the representative from his office can
respond to it if he wants to. Okay, Rabbi Robins and Rabbi Keaton.
Are they here?
(UNKNOWN):
Keaton.

He's not a Rabbi, he's a lawyer.

CHAIRMAN FENTON: Okay, Rabbi Robbins and his attorney, Mr.
Are elther of them here? Yes, I see the Rabbi coming up.

RABBI STEPHEN ROBBINS: Mr. Keaton, our counsel, has not yet
arrived and the legal language is beyond me.
CHAIRMAN FENTON: Well, you just give us the benefit of your
observations, if you would please.
RABBI ROBBINS: All right then if I could ask Marsha Loper,
the Chairman of our Law and Legislation Committee, to join me. She
may be able to help me.
We have submitted to the Committee several memoranda which
contain some suggested amendments and commentary on those amendments
to 1493. We have requested that those memoranda that we submitted to
the Committee be made part of the record.
CHAIRMAN FENTON: Okay, we'll make that part of the record.2
And, now, as I understand it you will, in your own words, tell us what
the suggested changes to the legislation are.
Is that correct?
RABBI ROBBINS:
CHAIRMAN FENTON:

That's correct.
Would you please tell us what they are?

RABBI ROBBINS:
First of all, I'm Rabbi Stephen Robbins, the
Vice Chairman of the Task Force on Cult and Missionary Efforts of the
Jewish Community Relations Committee of the Jewish Federation Council
of Greater Los Angeles. The Community Relations Committee is the Public Affairs Department of the Jewish Federation Council of Greater
Los Angeles. One key goal of the Community Relations Commission is to
foster conditions of democratic pluralism. This goal helps to assure
freedom of thought, expression, and religious belief, through which all
people are afforded equal rights and social and economic justice. These
values promote an atmosphere conducive to creative Jewish living in a
free society. Our consideration of SB 1493 began in our Task Force on
Cult and Missionary Efforts, as Chaired by Rabbi Alfred Wolff, in March
of 1980. Joining in the process was our Commission on Law and Legislation, which is Chaired by Marsha Loper, who is sitting next to me.
Our communications and testimony have been authorized by the Executive
Committee of the Community Relations Commission on behalf of that
committee.

1
2
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we had serious concerns, and in some respects the law,as initially
drawn, was overboard in that it might prohibit some action by the
Attorney General in fields not entitled to constitutional protection.
And, particularly, it did not provide for a means for the state or
the Attorney General to challenge a sham organization attempting to
improperly assert claims in constitutional protections which are intended for only for bona fide religious organizations.
We undertook to propose some amendments which we felt met
this problem.
I think we were instrumental in having these eventually,
after the hearing of the Assembly Judiciary Committee, amended into
the law along with some others of a similar nature. Our position
throughout has been consistent and remains the same. The constitutional guarantees of freedom of religion must be strictly observed.
At the same time, to the extent that it can be done consistently with
those constitutional guarantees, the means must be maintained to
challenge improper claims through constitutional protection of wrongful actions not entitled to protection. My purpose here is to apply
this position to various proposals that have come before the Committee.
Questions have arisen with respect to the involvement of
hierarchical churches under various proposals. The Roman Catholic
Church is of course one of the prominent churches of this type. A
number of proposals which are described loosely as directed to something
called sole fraud, have a direct affect upon hierarchical churches
generally. We are repeatedly told that these are actually intended
only for so-called rip-off operations and would never be used against
the Catholic Church or other established churches. However, the
language is such that it invariably mandates basic chanqes in the
doctrines and structures of all hierarchical churches.
There are probably two basic types of church structures with
many variations in between. One might be called congregational. In
this type the membership of the church generally has some sort of
participating control of the fiscal and property administration of
the church. On the other hand, hierarchical church structure gives
full control of the fiscal, financial and property administration of
the church to the church officials or clergy selected in accordance
with beliefs of that church. The philosophy supporting this church
is quite basic. The use of church funds and assets must be in accordance with doctrines and beliefs of the church. And the decision as
to what is and what is not within those doctrines can only be determined by the officials or clergy, whose function it is to promulgate
and advance those doctrines. Under this belief and structure the
parishioners or adherents to the church do not have participating control in the fiscal and property management or administration of the
church.
I'm not here as a missionary.
I believe any person is entitled to whatever religious belief he choses. But that is exactly
my point. Those who choose to adopt a religious belief that the financial matters should be handled as provided in the structure of the
hierarchical church, are just as entitled to that belief as anyone
else is, any other form of religious belief. This is as valid a
-75-
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CHAIRMAN FENTON:

Thank you very much.

Leo Pfeffer.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
detain you.

of the
CHAIRMAN FENTON:
MR. PFEFFER:

CHAIR~

Will you identify yourself please.

I'm Leo Pfeffer.

SENATOR PETRIS:
sentence

Members

Mr. Chairman, may I just make a brief one
this witness?

FENTON:

Sure.

SENATOR PETRIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Pfeffer has
not appeared before the Committee before. He was scheduled -- we were
hoping to
h
at the Assemb
Committee hearing but he wasn't able
to make it on t
He has some background information in his prepared
statement.
CHAIRMAN FENTON:

4

We'll make it part of the record. 4
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MR. TRIBE:

No, I'd be happy to (inaudible).

CHAIRMAN FENTON: Department Commander Steven Davis of the
M4VETS has g1ven us a resolution proclaiming religious freedom.
We'll make this part of the record.5
MR. STEVEN DAVIS: This is from the California Department of
Commanders and Veterans Council, it's made up of all the veterans
organizations. We'd like to present it.
CHAIRMAN FENTON: We'll make that part of the record. Does
anybody else have any resolutions or anything else? As you all can
well gather this is a very, very perplexing problem. I imagine it
11 be going on for a long time.
We want to thank all of you for taking part in this hearing,
the transcript of which will be available for both the judiciary corns to aid
the determination of whether any action is needed.
Thank you all very much for participating.

# # # # # #
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TO THE SENATE AND ASSEM3LY JUDICIARY
~bVEMBER

SAN

V;

Cct-~ITIEES

1980

FRANCISCO; CALIFORNIA

HEARir() ON THE AUTHORITY a= THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
TO INVESTIGATE RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS
THE OFFICE OF PlANNING AND RESEARCH APPRECIATES THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE
THIS JOINT HEARING AND EXPRESS OUR VIEWS ON THE EFFECTS OF SB 1493.

lN OUR VIEW;

THE PASSAGE OF SB 1493 DID NOT FORCE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO DISMISS THE PENDING
SUITS AGAINST VARIOUS RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS.

IN ADDITION; CERTAIN AMENDMENTS

TO SB 1493 SHOULD BE CONSIDERED; ALTHOUGH THOSE AMENDMENTS HAVE NOT YET BEEN
OFFIcIALLY APPROVED BY THE GovERNOR 's OFF 1<;E LEGISLATIVE LlN IT • SPEC 1FI CALLY J
WE PROPOSE THAT THE ArrORNEY GENERAL BE GIVEN THE POWER TO FILE CIVIL ACTIONS
FOR NON-DOCUMENTARY FRAUD AND THAT HE BE GIVEN THE RIGHT TO SEEK CIVIL DAMAGES
FOR ANY VIOLATION OF A CRIMINAL STATUTE.
SB 1493 DID NOT REPEAL ALL OF THE AnORNEY GENERAL'S CIVIL FRAUD POWER OVER

"

RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS,

CoRPORATIONS CoDE §

6?15

IMPOSES CIVIL LIABILITY ON

ANY OFFICER; DIRECTOR; EMPLOYEE OR AGENT OF A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION WHO MAKES
OR PUBLISHES A DOCLMENT WHICH CONTAINS ANY FALSEHOODS,
IS ATTACHED,)

(A COPY OF THE STATUTE

THIS SECTION IS MADE APPLICABLE TO RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS BY

CoRPORATIONS CoDE § 9661J(A) AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IS GIVEN THE POvJER TO
11

11

Cav1PEL Cav1PLIANCE WITH THE SECTION BY § 96€0(B),

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL RETAINS HIS POWERS UNDER §
SB 1493.

CSEE sECTION 9320(c) (1) oF SB 1493,)

9660

(SEE ATTACHED.)

FINALLY J

EVEN AFTER PASSAGE OF

THUS; THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

STILL HAS CIVIL FRAUD POWERS; AT LEAST IN CASES OF DOCLMENTARY FRAUD.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL COULD HAVE USED HIS POWERS UNDER §
PENDING SUITS,

6215

TO CONTINUE THE

FoR E:XJlMPLE,~ IN THE WORLDWIDE CHURCH OF Goo CASE THE fr.rrORNEY
-83-

- 3 -,
TI-lE VIOLATION BY A PREPONDERANCE OF TI-lE EVIDENCE,
BURDEN MUST BE MET BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT.

!N A CRIMINAL CASE,; TI-lE

THE DIFFERENT BUP.DENS APPLY

AHI.GHER

AS THEY DO TO OTHER ENTITIES,

JUST AS WELL

BE MET WHEN TI-lE GOVERNt~ENT SEEKS TO It~PRISON SOMEONE,

BURDEN SHOULD

HOWEVER,., A LOWER BURDEN

IS APPROPRIATE WHEN THE GOVERNMENT MERELY SEEKS TO RECLAIM MONEY WHICH DOESN'T
BELONG TO THE DEFENDANT IN THE FIRST PLACE,., AND RETURN IT TO THE CORPORATION,.,
WHICH IS ITS RIGHTFUL OWNER.
THIS APPROACH IS PREFERABLE TO THE LIMITED RESTITUTION REMEDY PROVIDED FOR
IN

SB 1493,

FIRST,., SUCH RESTITUTION APPLIES ONLY AFTER A CRIMINAL CONVICTION

HAS BEEN OBTAINED.

IF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL CAN PROVE BY A PREPONDERNACE OF

THE EVIDENCE) BUT NOT BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT) THAT TI-lE OFFICERS OF A RELIGIOUS
CORPORATION HAVE DEFRAUDED THE MEMBERS J HE ·CANNOT OBTAIN RESTITUTION ,

THIS

REMEDY THEN COULD ALLOW THE PERPETRATORS OF THE FRAUD TO UNJUSTLY ENRICH
THEMSELVES,
MoREOVER,., THE CRIMINAL COURTS ARE SIMPLY NOT EQUIPPED TO DEAL WITH THIS DAMAGES
QUESTION, THE AMOUNT OF RESTITUTION IS EASILY DETERMINED IN CRIMINAL CASES)
"
SUCH AS WHEN THE DEFENDANT STEALS $5))]() FROM A BANK. THE Ar'~OUNT TAKEN IS
THE ~UNT OF RESTITUTION.
CASES BECAUSE

THE DAMAGES QUESTION IS MORE COMPLICATED IN FRAUD

IS DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE AMOUNT OF THE LOSS AS WELL AS

THE PROPER MEASURE OF DAMAGES,
EVERYDAY,

CIVIL COURTS DEAL WITH THIS TYPE OF ISSUE

CRIMINAL COURTS ALMOST NEVER DO,

MORE APPROPRIATE TO

A CIVIL

REMEDY,., THEREFORE,., IS

REALITIES OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM.

WE THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR VIEWS AND LOOK
FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THE

~1EMBERS

AND THEIR STAFFS IN THE FUTURE,
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~;,;nator Nicholas Petris
Conununi ty Helations Committee
Proposed Amendments of S .B. 11;93
(Chapter 1324 of the Statutes of 1980)

'J.'he following are rmggested amendments to Chapter 1324 of the
Statutes of 1980 addressing specific points of concern to our
community as outlined in the attached memorandrun.
1.

Add a Hew Section 1:
Notwi thstzwding the provj.sions of Section 1 of
Chapter 1324 of the Statutes of 1980, any city,
county or city and county may enact reasonable
rules and regulations which would be valid and
enforceable in the absence of the provisions of
said Section 1 to regulate the solicitation by
religious corporations of funds from the general
public, including but not limited to reasonable
regulations pertaining to disclosure of the proposed
use of the funds solicited, anticipated costs and
expenses of the solicitation and other matters
reasonably necessary or appropriate to permit
persons solicited to contribute to make an
informed decision. Such rules and regulations
may also provide for civil and criminal
t:nforcement thereof.

2.

.ll•1ume Undttn
M1d1.w1 t loqar
Villt1i:1!
Voi",!Jttn
!1.v.n \IV(•i!l{H:f4

funend ~ection 9142 (a) (l) to read:
'J':r..: corporation, a member, e:P a former member
a:;serting the right in the name of the corporation,
oc any person v1ho has within two years prior to
t.i1e event giving rise to a cause of action contributed
at least $100.00 (one hundred dollars) to the
C•Jrporation, provided that for the purpose Of thiS
p<cragraph the provisions of Section 5710 shall
apply to such action.

('!'he balance of the Section continues.)
Sluff
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November
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3.

Amend

4.

Amend

5.

Revi
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November 24,

'ro:
FROM:

RE:

cholas Petris
a F. Volpert, Chairman, Commission on
and
slation, and Harry Keaton,
Vice-Chairman, Community Relations Committee,
Jewish Federation Council of Gr~ater Los Angeles
d Amendments to S.B. 1493 (Chapter
of the Statutes of 1980)

The fol
ing is a description of the intent of the
proposed amen
ts to S.B. 1493 being submitted by
the Community
lations· Commit tee of the Jewish
Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles to the
Joint Assemb
and Senate Judiciary Committee at the
hearing on Tuesday, November 25, 1980.
1. Addition to Legislative Findings

"

It is the intent of this amendment to continue to
permit local
rnment supervision of solicitation
practices of reli
corporations.
We believe
that local governments are able to establish an
important process of information disclosure regarding
charitable solicitations that should not be pre-empted
by the language in Section l of Chapter 1324. We
believe it would be inappropriate to establish a
pre-emptive statewide, uniform statute as is indicated
in Chapter 1324 and the matter of solicitation
regulation should be established by local governments
as required.
2. Addition to Section 9142 (a) (J)
The intent of this is to broaden the class of persons
who can bring suit against a religious corporation

S!all
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~enator

tris

un r
because

By

not

erwise
corporation.

3. Hevis
The intent of
improper
use of charitable
shielded
because it
rts to be carried on
the guise
of religion.
The present language
section
after the re
to
ction 803 of the Code of
Civil Procedure could be construed as limiting Section
803.
We also
this limitat
because it is
intrusive in the area of religion since it
difficult
to test
at is "reli
I
is
e,
however, to tes
being
operated and maint
benefit or
gain of any

•

Sect
the authority
granted
ject or matter
covered
inclusive.
The draftsman of this amendment apparent
d that
from
Section 9660 exc
religious co
torney General,
Section 62
at
n enables
with or wi hout pr
institute proceedi
concerning
corporations and s
injunctions,
entities
intment of receivers
to protect
i
s of memb rs o
cons
ces f
ailure to comply with statutory
requirements. When
Attorney Ge
's powers
und,:n· former Section 9230 were removed,
exception
of Section 6216 from the previous Section 9660 should
have een oli
ed as

9 -

Senator
cholas Petris
November 24, 1980
Page 3
5. Revision of Section 9230 (d)
The intent of this amendment is to include members
and donors within the class of per~ons referred to
in this
ction and to specifically remove the language,
"charitab
trust".
This amendment is necessary
becau::;e many contributors are not "solicited and
received from the general public" and because
many ~uch contributions are not made in the form
of an express charitable trust.
It further limits
Lhe "charitable trust" interpretation made by the
Attorney General regarding church funds and property,
while allowing for action regarding misrepresentation
in ::;olicitation of funds and misappropriation of
church funds and property by its officers and directors.

*********
We believe that the proposed amendments will clarify
the intent of the statute regarding supervision
of solicitation, broadening of the class of people
who can bring suit against religious corporations,
providing adequate protection of a civil remedy
against financial abuses which might be shielded
under the guise of religion, and establishing
appropriate definition and limit~ of the powers
of the Attorney General to examine religious corporations' operations and to institute actions which
such corporations fail to comply with the law .

•
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APPENDIX C

MEMORANDUM
TO: Senator Alan

roty

FRO.t-1: Brent

I

ACLU

RE: Religious Co

as

SB 1493(Petris)

DATE: November 25, 1980
Please find attached a series of analyses prepared in response
to specific concerns voiced by legislators at the. first hearing in
San Francisco on November 17.
I. CASES DROPPED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
II. CONCERNING SB 1493 AND HIEPARCHICAL CHURCHES.
III. SB 1493's EFFECTS ON THE JURISDICTION OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL AND OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
IV. STATUTORY JURISDICTION CLAIMED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO
HAVE BEEN CUT OFF BY SB 1493.

"
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ME M0 R A N D U M

I.

Liti
autJwri ty to
§11180, et
tions.
authori
tions

on the Attorney General's
-subpoenas (Government Code
course of supervising church corpora(AG) claimed that its statutory
non-profit corporations(Corporato religious corporations.
tion to compel Faith Center
the AG's subpoena duces tecum,
the Church documents and its fiThough the AG began its investiaints made by two former officers of
AG maintained that §9505 (which was
§9230) need not be supported by reasonable
was committed nor even a suspicion

Senate
11
§9230's authority to supervise reli
, effectively took away the AG's
authori
to issue administrative subpoenas unsupported by
any showing of wrongdoing.
Dismissal of the petition to cornpel,
, was appropriate action.
B.

\'lorldvd
Receivership
demand for accounting based on the charitable
trust theo
AG argued that all charitable trusts are
~reated for
bene
the public; and that as the public's
representative, he had absolute authority to monitor all religious
books and assets; and in the event of a misappropriation or misuse of those assets, to step in and
assume control.
S.B. 1493 was enacted to take away any such claim of absolute
authori
over
corporations and to declare that the
charitab
trust
is not the law of California.
Dismissal of the receivership and accounting action was therefore
appropriate.
Since the AG
to claim, however, that widespread
fraud and
of church funds was perpetrated by Worldwide
Church of
cers, the implication that SB 1493 prevents
action to
the wrongdoers and compensate the defrauded
needs to be met.
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By

1979, the
which no

AG's o
statute

--~~~~exhibits

and

at

se
members,
embezz
(Penal
§53la ) .
clear
for
the life
tions

C.

(See Revenue
§23701
1)

Synanon
S.B.1493
missal.

s dis-

(1)
(a)

as to
must be
(Corp.
its founding in
from the
liation
and misof incorporatable,"
es.
In 1975,
ses. Not until
of incorporawere pricorporamisuse of
ace.

(c)

(d

the AG of
, was taking
efforts and
it
juris's
thembasis

3

get only subsistance compensation,
e.g., Corporations Code §6215 and §9230(d).
cases can be dealt with in three groups.)

(NOTE:

D.
the Senate Judiciary Consultant
are matters developed by the AG's
, many are disputes brought by
AG has merely been joined as a

accepts,
office and
individual
necessary

With res
corporations, the AG's role is not
limited
Whenever dissolution is underway,
or even just a
s
outcome of litigation, the Corporations
Code
re
AG
joined as a party. That function remains unchanged by SB 1493.
was compelled to 11 dismiss" cases,
parties can never be compensated
be reviewed by a court of law. In
cases involves parties who can exregardless whether the AG takes part

In public
the AG
and that
fact, at
pect some court
or not.
PETERSON v

Internal dis
change their
Minori
adherents to

HOLTZ

( #6)

of church members who voted to
Lutheran Synod to American Lutheran.
to retain the church property for
denomination.

Sin~e Corporat
§9 1 (now §9680) requires that the AG
be made a party whenever non-profit corporations are dissolved,
and since dissolution was one of the remedies prayed for, the AG
was named as a party defendant.

to note
despite the fact that the AG took
the proceedings, the plaintiffs prevailed.)
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MAYBEE v. RANDOLPH

(#7)

Local pastor of denomination whose home church is in Shiloh,
Ohio, split with the home church. Many members who remained loyal
to the home church brought an action to recover assets which they
believe properly belong to the denomination and not to the pastor.
Dispute in Fresno Superior Court over use of funds for such things
as pastor's travel expenses to Shiloh, Ohio, and food used at mountain retreat owned by the pastor, has now been settled.
VENTURELLA v. KIGGENS (#8)
Complaint pending in Tulare Superior Court by disaffected church
member over expenditure of funds that were to be used .to build
Gateway Christian Cathedral in Visalia.
A.G. named as a party defendant.
(Gives rise to interesting procedural question: how does the A.G. plan to dismiss himself out of
the case?)
E. Cases which do not appear to involve Religious Corporations.
At least two of the cases listed by the A.G. affect operations which
are niether "primarily" nor "exclusively" religious. Accordingly,
litigation involving them was unaffected by SB 1493, and should not
be grounds for the AG dropping out.
OLD TH1E FAITH, INC.

(#10)

For the last 5 years, the corporation provided housing for homeless
women in L.A.
Previously, it had sponsored religious radio broadcasts by Essie Binkley West. Controversy surrounds the disposition
of certain of the organization's assets after the death of the principal director.
The A.G. claims statutory authority for its involvement under Gov't
Code §12588, which is part of the Uniform Supervision of Charitable
Trusts Act which expressly excludes religious corporations from those
organizations subject to the A.G.'s supervision (Gov't Code §12583).
I.e., if the A.G. was operating pursuant to that provision, Old Time
Faith, Inc. could not be a Religious Corporation, and the A.G.'s
authority could not have been undercut by SB 1493.
SIERRA CHRISTIAN SERVICE CORP.

(#9}

Certain people involved in the corporati-n complained that directors
were selling off church assets and converting them to personal use.
Too little information available. But the controversy appears to
involve only a non-profit corporation set up to hold real property
used for church schools. Even if a public benefit corporation is
affiliated with a church, SB 1493 does not deprive the A.G. of jurisdiction.
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5

(It should also be pointed out, even if Sierra Christian is a
Religious Corporation, if its assets are being liquidated, the A.G.
retains dissolution jurisdiction under SB 1493 (pursuant to Corps.
Code §9680).
F. Cases about which little is known, but which appear in each case
to be complaints by a disgruntled member or former member.
Though the controversies may be real, and the complaints genuine,
there doesn't appear to be activity of a magni-ude that warrants
assertion of the A.G.'s prosecuting powers.
LINCOLN AVE. CHURCH OF CHRIST (#4)
Member complained that pastor and board of trustees were not complying with the organization's articles of incorporation and bylaws, and that its assets were being misused and misappropriated.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF VAN NUYS (#5)
Former member of board of trustees-complained that church officials
were not complying with organizations by-laws, and may have misappropriated church assets.
CHURCH UNIVERSAL AND TRIUMPHANT (#12)
Appeared on the AG's original list of cases dropped.
It dropped out
of sight thereafter--not even making the A.G.'s explanation list.
A person a-filiated with the church informed us that they had never
heard about the AG's investigation, though they had heard by the
rumor line that a church member's mother had complained to someone.
FELLOWSHIP HINISTRIES, INC.

( #11)

Too little information known. Apparently AG never pursuaed a media
tip that there had been some diversion of assets for personal use.
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II. Conce

SB 1493 and Hierarchical Churches.
Religious Corporations, governed essentially
of the Corporations Code.
are usually organi
as Corporations Sole,
10,000 sections. They are not run by boards of
were not governed by the previous Nonprofit
ich existed prior to January, 1979), which
ry authority to the A.G.
80 (Knox) in 1978 divided corporations previously
t Corporations Code into three different
governed by separate provisions:
Corporations;
Bene
Corporations; and
Corporations
were not part of that revision, and neither AB
ls, nor SB 1493 did anything to change their
of operation.
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Analysis of SB 1493 and its effects on the jurisdiction of the
Attorney General and of the State of California.
This responds to apprehensions expressed by the AG regarding
SB 1493 and res ting concerns by memb~ of the Legislature.
It describes
rs SB 1493 expressly confers on the AG
and what other
fically mentioned in the Bill
itself remain to
to other state agencies where religious corporations or
officers violate
law.
I

A.

s:s 149 3 as

8, 1980,

authorizes the

Attorney
(1)

Proceed

(2)

Act as the attorney for any state agency such as the
Franchise Tax Board, which otherwise has proper standing;
thus, for example, the Franchise Tax Board would continue
to enforce proper expenditures by all nonprofit corporations.

(3)

File actions to enforce criminal laws of this state and
to use
enormous resources availble to him as California's chief law enforcement officer:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4}

corporations through

to call grand j~ries and to subpoena
witnesses to testify before them;
to secure search warrants to seize evidence;
to use statewide investigative resources including investigators, electronic surveillance
devices, etc.

Bring
to compel compliance with Corporations Code
§6210 (filing annual statements}, Section 6211 (designation of agent for service process), Section 6213 (certification of corporate agents for service), Section 6214
(disclosure of business records to assessor), Section
6215 (liability of officers, directors and employees for
false report or false book entries).

(5) Petition the Superior Court to assume
jurisdiction in the course of a voluntary
dissolut
(6)
Receive a copy of notice of an election
to volun
ly
s
(7)
Receive thirty days'advance notice of any
decree disposing of the assets of a religious
corporation;
(8}
Bring suit for recovery of assets improperly
distributed during a dissolution proceeding;
(9)
Receive notice of any action of suit against
a person to whom assets were distributed upon
dissolution.
-99-
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otherwise,
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period the
• & Tax Code
ization

.]

cited and
sentations
e purGeneral
ritable
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benefit
142 to
serting a
action
remedy
sets of the
could be
to bring
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III (

Conclusion:
SB 1493, as amended

8, 1980:

public against improper

(1)

Protects

(2)

Protects the public against sham organizations masquerading as religious corporations;

(3)

Assures that the Attorney General may
other state agency as that agency's attorney
a
gious corporation;

(4)

Assures that the Attorney General has the authority
to challenge sham religious corporations;

(5)

Authorizes restitution in criminal actions to protect
both the corporation and victims of fraud;

{6)

Assures that a wide variety of interested persons, including former members, may bring actions to redress
breaches of trust by a religious corporation;

(7)

Does not interfere with or reduce the powers of other
state agencies, such as the Franchise Tax Board;

(8)

Does not eliminate the requirement that religious
corporations file annual disclosure statements.

SB 1493 does all of the foregoing without unnecessarily compromsing the principles of separation of church and state and without unnecessarily exposing religious corporations to greater
supervision than business corporations or corporations sole are
now subjected to.
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to Senator Niche
's Office
abo sh the
corporations
competition, etc
allegedly
SB 1493
the various
following
A.

B.

c.

, dated June
that the
original
activithese powers
abolished, was
cited by the
conclusions:

cited by the
sections cited by the Attorney
any powers to the Attorney
sections cited by the Attorney
--~-----prior to 1980;

D

sections cited by the Attorney
criminal matters and,
fore,
SB 1493;
sections cited
to business
) , are
to represent
affected by SB
sets forth each code section cited
the effect, if
, of SB 1493 on that
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f

to
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law to
tten seven books

I

Amendment s

de a
1

that have
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appeared in scholarly publications, legal and non-legal.
the past year,

During

appeared in law

reviews publ

sota, New York University

and St. Louis

In

,

subject in practically every
am now engaged

school in the country.

some

and church-state re

I

cles on religious freedom
the Encyclopedia of

to be

the American

, scheduled

bicentennial of

lectured on this

I

publication in 1987, the

adoption of the Constitution.

Before 1964 I was General Counsel of the American Jewish
Congress.

In that

ar I became

ssor of Constitutional Law

at Long Island University, and therefore found it necessary to
change my status at the American Jewish Congress to that of Special
Counsel, limiting the scope of my participation in its behalf to
litigation involving re
In addition to
I have been vis
University, the

freedom

church-state relations.

professorship at

Island University,

ssor of constitutional law at Yeshiva
Ne~

School for Soci

Research, Mt. Holyoke College

and Rutgers Law
In behalf
religious and civic
cases involving the
courts up to
Although the
of God v. California

American

Congress and many other

zations I
ationship

argued and tried numerous
rel

and State from trial

the Supreme Court of the United States.
f I submitted

case of Worldwide Church

in substance what
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California has effecte

Leo

can

ans

s

Ca
i
Reli

Leo Pfeffer - 4

of what are called religious "cults."
New York

Ottinger has

intends to introduce in Congress a s

Notwithstanding this fact,
c

stated that he
measure aimed at cults

and cultists.
The controversy in respect to the Worldwide Church of God
and the Supreme Court's denial of certiorari in its case (obviously
for the technical reason of prematurity) has sparked expressions
by legislators in other states of their intention to introduce
measures similar to the California statute before its repeal.

I

think that what the California legislature has done is likely to
impel some of these legislators to give the matter second thought
and to abandon the idea of introducing a patently unconstitutional
measure.
We are all aware that the tragic events concerning the
People's Temple

Jonestown, Guyana has evoked feelings of

revulsion and deep concern throughout the United States, and
undoubtedly has motivated intensified efforts towards curbing
"cults."

Perhaps I should note that s

defense of deep re

gious conscience

in the history of religions.

fice of life in
hardly a new phenomenon

In my own religion, Judaism, we

honor the memory of Hannah who, as re

the seventh chapter

of II Maccabees, chose death for herself and her seven children
rather than violat

her religious

liefs by eating swine's

flesh.
Thomas a Becket, Joan of Arc, and, even on these shores,
Quakers who in the 17

century were
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Resort by government officials to facially neutral laws,
as

to

assault
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as

it been 1

to

v. Alabama, 357

us

truments in an
new.

Nor has

The case of NAACP
449

Supreme Court

58)

s.

a

California statute

11 No.

before the enactment of Senate
face and was

There the

enacted to

93, was neutral on its
ct the people in relation

to

s corporations by

requiring

f their of

members.

As in the

present
for the
an unpopular

organization.

to allow use of
purpose,

I

that Californ

's corporation

to effectuate that
1h~ Lt,~~l~~-.tur"{.

S. B. 1493 ,... mandated

that

1

law should not be used for such a ,purpose.
s employed

The
against a

The Supreme Court refused

s

associ

rel

Alabama were aimed not
but a racial one.

But such tactics were employed against unpopular religious
groups long before they were rebuffed in NAACP v. Alabama.
for rel

The history of

measure a chron

States is in

laws to

to utilize
and sects.
Amendment's
Amendment's
barriers to

Even if

on

freedom in the United
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Today, Jehovah's Witnesses are an accepted member of the
family of American faiths.

They reached that enviable station

only after a period of trials and tribulations instigated by
government officials, hostile to what they believed in and practiced.
New laws were enacted and old laws resurrected to supply weapons
to curb their activities and, if possible, completely destroy
them.

All kinds of laws were used or attempted to be used for

that purpose: laws against disturbing the peace, antipeddling
ordinances, laws against the use of sound trucks, traffic regulations
revenue laws - these and many others were invoked in one way or
another against them.

See, generally, R. Manwaring, Render Unto

Caesar (1962) passim; H. Barber, Religious Liberty v. Police
Power: Jehovah's Witnesses, American Political Science Review
(April, 194 ~) •
The one device apparently not used against the Witnesses
was invocation of statutes authorizing state officials to take
over the sect's properties and assets as part of a campaign to
destroy it completely.

By enacting S.B. 1493 the California

legislature, to its great credit, decreed that this should not
be done here.
As I have suggested,

was not only the Free Exercise

but also the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment that
was implicated in the statute before the enactment of the Petris
amendments.
In the litigation involving the Worldwide Church of God,
the most flagrant violation of the mandate of the Clause
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the one hand and hated sects or cults on the other, and that
the use or abuse of law to destroy the latter threatens the
security of the former and of all persons committed to First
Amendment values.

Senate Bill 1493 needs no justification

beyond that .

•
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APPENDIX E
CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT COMMANDERS VET

RANS COUNCIL

November 24, 1980
:ouncil Memben

TO:

Chairman and Members of the
Joint Legislature Judiciary Committee

In re:

Consideration of Senate Bill 1493

A,.,. .. ,;con V.o.tona

ol

A L

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Committee:

FRA
fl .. wt R.,._.,vr

•w

A.:~•o<totion

FRA
flw•t R.-.ervtr

_,

A-..ociotlon

J w v

M
~onl"t

C L

Corp • L e ogur

uswv
Un•••d

We are deeply concerned about the increasing incursions
upon our basic liberties by the many forces which would
deprive us of those rights which we value as life itself.
One of those fundamental freedoms which we hold dear is
the right for all to freely exercise their religious beliefs.

~pon1s:h

Wor v~•rroOJ.

V F w
V etc-• on• of

Fote'!''9"' Wars
V

We, as representatives of the California Department
Commanders Veterans Council, herewith submit, for your
consideration the attached copies of our Resolution setting
forth our Proclamation on Religious Freedom.

ww

M 0
j.4,1:1o,y

I

PH

Ordct

of th~
f'vrplc. t1e"od

The subject of today's hearing, Senate Bill 1493,
recognizes the high wall of separation between church and
state which our nation's founders incorporated in that
great charter of our liberties, the Constitution of the
United States. Any power vested in the government to regulate
religious worship, beyond that necessary to prevent criminal
activity, breaches that high wall of protection and violates
a sacred liberty.
We view Senate Bill 1493, as necessary to protect
the rights of all to believe as their individual consciences
direct. Therefore, we urge that it be preserved, unamended
and thereby further serve as a testimony to the importance
of religious liberty in the State of California.
Very sincerely and patriotically yours,
.. 'k/:1
./:?2·
/~f:h/
·J!1···.
~~.· ~

," :Wr . · .
/

B. Bill Murad,
r 'counci
Secretary-Treasurer

-c~/~i

,
~~

Bill King (MCL)
Chairman
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EXHIBIT A
Senate Bill No. 1493
CHAPTER 1324
An act to amend Sections 9142
Section 9230
the

and to add and repeal
relating to corporations.

Governor September 30, 1980. Filed with
of State September 30, 1980.]

""'r·rPt,.rv

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 1493, Petris. Corporations.
Under existing law, the Attorney General is empowered to
examine religious corporations in specified instances, and to institute
an action in the name of the state to correct wrongful activity, or to
seek an order establishing that the corporation fails to qualify as a
religious corporation.
This bill would repeal existing law and instead provide that except
as the Attorney General is empowered to act in the enforcement of
the criminal laws of this state and except as specifically empowered
by this bill, the Attorney General shall have no powers with respect
to any corporation incorporated or classified as a religious
corporation.
Under existing law, a religious corporation, its officers or directors,
or a person with a reversionary interest in the trust, may bring an
action to enjoin, correct, obtain damages for or to otherwise remedy
a breach of a trust under which any or all of the assets of the
corporation are held.
This bill would also permit a member or former member to bring
such an action.
The bill would become operative on June 1, 1981.

The people of

State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares that the First
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and Article I,
Section 4 of
California Constitution provide that Congress and
the California Legislature shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or respecting the free exercise thereof. The
special protection afforded to freedom of worship, freedom of
conscience, and freedom of thought lie at the very core of the
American heritage and American freedoms, and bitter experience in
lands which afforded no such protections led to the birth of an
American republic committed to freedom of religion. Such
protections and heritage require that government action regarding
religious bodies must be narrow and minimal. The Legislature
hereby declares that the power of the State of California with respect
to the formation, existence, and operation of religious corporations
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94 50

action.

contract or in

from the

94

80

Ch. 1324

•

on a representation that it would be used for
other than general support of the
has been
in a manner contrary to
for which the property was solicited,
institute an action to enforce such
before bringing such action the
corporation that an action will be
takes immediate steps to correct the
improper
and
that in the event it becomes
impractical or impossible for the corporation to devote the property
to the specified charitable purpose, then the directors of the
corporation may approve in good faith the use of such property for
the general
of the corporation.
SEC. 5.
9690 of the Corporations Code is amended to
read:
9690. The
of
18 (commencing with Section
6810) of Part
to religious corporations. In so providing, the
Legislature
the criminal courts of this state in sentencing
persons convicted
fraudulent activities in the guise of religious
activity to exercise their authority to impose restitution as a means
of compensating the victims.
SEC. 6. This act shall become operative on June 1, 1981.

0
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13, 1980

MEMO TO MEMBERS OF THE SENATE AND ASSEMBLY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
FROM:
RE:

1.

Richard Thomson
Hearing on
investigate rel

of
Attorney General to
corporations

Effect of SB

980

This
SB 1493 (Chap.
authority
corporations

the Governor signed
ly reduces the
to investigate religious
operative on June 1, 1981.

a.

law
Section 9230 of
Attorney
"upon
specif
cover

Code provides that the
a religious corporation
bel
" that one of five
has occurred. The five conditions
types of

(1)
(2)

qualify as a
9230(a) (1)];
religious corporation
a stated charitable
[Section 9230 (a) (4)]; and

that

(3)

fraud which resulted
's assets through
assets, usually by a

-l

Memo
November 13, 1980
Page Two

director or

r who has violated his duty
9 2 3 0 (a) ( 2 ) , ( 3) , and ( 5 ) ] .

This last category of
means a breach of
f
under
l Code Sections 2228 and
proved
court by showing that the
transac
self dealing,
smanagement, improper
diversion of assets
pr
gain or contrary to
corporate
es) occurred and that it resulted in
damage to
l fraud does not
corporation.
require
to defraud on the
of criminal
part of
perpetrator.
The Attorney General may institute an action for
"for reasonable cause" to correct
se wrongful
activities.
"Reasonable cause" is less than
"probable cause," but some
more than "reasonable
grounds."
It implies that there has been an investigation.
b.

General

SB 1493

SB 1493 l
religious

Attorney General over
lowing:

(1)

the en
and (c

(2)

the
a "
warranto" action pursuant
to C.C.P. Section 803
udicial
a corporation is not properly
a reli
corporation [Section 9230(b)];

(3)

the r

(4)

the
to
agenc s or
some aspect of rel
[
9230 (c) (3)

and

the
reli
from

table trust against a
for misusing funds solicited
for a specific charitable

(5)

1 statutes

[Section 9230(a)

enforce the
sions of Corporation
9660
9690 which cover required
, falsification of corporation records, disof the corporation, and certain crimes
diversion of corporate property and
[
9230(c) (1)];

to
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counsel other state
express powers over
corporation activities

Memo
November 13, 1980
Page Three

purpose
than the
support of the
corporation, but wi
provision that the directors
may approve in good fa
the use of the property
for the general support of the corporation if it
becomes "impractical or impossible" to use it for
the specific purpose for which it was solicited
[Section 9230(d)].

c.

fraud action
SB 1493 will divest the Attorney General of all jurisdiction
to sue to recover religious corporation assets from
persons who obtain those assets through self-dealing,
breach of trust, and diversions of assets contrary to
corporate purposes. A civil fraud action under Civil
Code Sections 2228 and 2229 (relating to trustees),
1572 (actual fraud), and 1573 (constructive fraud),
may be maintained by proving injury to the corporation
and a transaction in breach of trust or duty of good
faith.
It does not require
proof of criminal intent
to defraud.
In contrast criminal fraud, a permissible action under
SB 1493,
c intent crime. Criminal fraud
(theft,
zz
,
property by false
pretenses) requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt
that the defendant had a fraudulent intent at the time
the act was committed. The Attorney General has stated
that to prove criminal intent, there must generally be
evidence that the defendant concealed his act. Concealment usually is not present in civil fraud cases
involving non-profit corporations where the defendants
often have complete control over corporate assets and
books, and are not motivated to conceal transactions
from supervisors or shareholders.

2.

Rights of church members to sue directors
The rights of church "members" under the new Nonprofit
Corporations Law are limited.
"Members" are defined in
Corporations Code Section 5056 as only those persons who
under the corporate articles or
laws have the right to
elect directors and to vote
d sposition of assets upon
dissolution.
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Memo
November 13, 1980
Page Four
In hierarchical
of the congregation are
not "members"
in Corporations Code
Section 5056. Even
congregational churches, unless the
rights of members are set forth specifically as provided in
Corporations Code
5056, the members will not have
rights under
corporation laws. The members of t~o of the
churches
recent actions by the Attorney
of God and Synanon
General,
are not
and
no standing in court to
challenge
church directors.

•

Under the new Nonprofit Corporation Law, only the officers
and directors of a church have standing to sue for misuse
of church assets, unless there are true voting "members."
Even voting members have rights to bring civil actions only
for self-deal
to recover
stributions (Corp. Code
Sections 9243 and 9610).
The rights of members to seek accountability by inspecting
annual reports and corporate records can be removed by
provisions in the church bylaws (Corp. Code Section 9511).
Only the church
ctors have rights to bring civil actions
to remedy a
of trust (Corp. Code Section 9142). And,
as a practical matter, the rights of members to bring civil
actions are so severely limited by the security requirements
for derivative
(Corp. Code Section 5710 - posting
bond up to $50,000) that members may have little incentive
to bring an
3.

Constitutionality

regulating religious corporations

The First
to the United States Constitution reads
in part:
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ... "
The language
cle I, Section 4, of the California
Constitution is similar:
"Free exer se and enjoyment of religious
without discrimination or perference are
guaranteed.
liberty of conscience
does not excuse acts that are licentious
or inconsistent with the peace or saf~ty
of the state. The Legislature shall make
no law respecting an establishment of
religion."
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a.

B

Estab
This
1
since
church or
profess a
Education

b.

"establishment clause,"
establishment of a
ls to join or
[See Everson v. Board of

Free

e

The
First
have made
religious
cases have
religious be
In contrast,
is a compel
balancing test,
against
prohibited
For

be regulated if there
The courts apply a
on the religion
state interest, and have
by religious organizations.
Beason (1890) 133 U.S. 333],

labor [

v

(1944) 321

Mass

v. Massachusetts

be
97

u.s.

u s

(Pencovic v. Pencovic
2nd 9 7]

etc.
Court upheld the
school attendance law

On the
right
[Wiscons
c.

1

u.s.

205] •

les
s issue is the case of
27 Cal. 2nd 232, decided by the
945. The case held that a
collections for charitable
as required by the
The court said that though
be r.egarded as a religious
a religious activity, and
t fraud in this field

enacted

holding
is subject

Memo
November 13
Page Seven

80

to

by the
General
of its
and to what
not comply with trusts which had assumed
or departed from the general purposes for which it was
formed.
Section 10207 specifically gave the Attorney
General
same powers relative to corporations organized
for charitable or eleemosynary purposes. Under both
sections, the Attorney General was empowered to institute
proceedings necessary to correct the noncompliance or
departure.
In Queen of Angeles v. Younger, 131 Cal Rptr. 36, 66 Cal.
App. 3d 359 (1977), the California Court of Appeal upheld
Sections 9505 and 10207, rejecting the argument that a
group involved in a nonprofit charitable corporwas immune to scrutiny. The court held that where
the dispute does not require the resolution by civil courts
of controversies over religious doctrine and practice no
infringement of First Amendment rights results.
against Worldwide Church of God and Synanon were
Section 9505.
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RECEIVERSHIP
On 2 January, 1979, the Attorney General sought and obtained
from the Los Angeles Superior Court,
an ex parte, no-notice
hearing, an order appointing a Receiver to take possession
of the property of the Worldwide Church
God and assume
control over its operations and activities. This action was
wholly without warning to the church, s
the Attorney
General had made no effort, by so.much as a telephone inquiry,
to obtain from the Church beforehand any facts respecting
the various allegations contained in his complaint.

PRINCIPAL CHARGES
The principal allegations relied upon by the Attorney General
to persuade the Court to issue the ex parte Receivership Order
were three: First, that the top officers of the Church,
principally myself, were busily selling off church properties
at below-market prices in order to convert these assets into
liquid, more easily "siphonable" form; Second, that Ambassador
College's campus in Big Sandy, Texas, allegedly worth from·
$30,000,000 to $50,000,000 would be sold within 48 hours for
only $10,600,000 unless the court acted; Third, the top
officers, principally myself, were systematically shredding
and destroying Church financial records in order to cover up
these misdeeds.

THE EVIDENCE
Ten days after the original Receivership Order, a three-day
hearing was held before Judge Julius Title (10-12 January, 1979)
to determine whether to continue the Receivership. The
Attorney General produced no credible evidence to support the
foregoing allegations. The-defendants produced independent
appraisals in support of every property sale (the actual number
of which turned out to be substantially less than claimed).
It was further shown that these properties were being disposed
of because they had become surplus when the College made the
decision to reduce its scope from a full liberal arts
curriculum to its original seminary status. This reduced the
student body from approximately 1,300 to about 350. Judge Title
specifically declared that the Attorney General's "evidence"
consisted of sheer speculation and hearsay.
"Deputy Attorney
General" Chodos specifically admitted his failure to produce
evidence that the Big Sandy campus was worth the amount claimed;
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{c)

MECHANICS OF ACQUISITION

facts in my case are a good deal simpler
and stronger.
time of the
sition I was not a
of the
; I was not an officer, director or
of the
or of any of its affiliated organizations. I was an
independent professional and certainly was in no position
to "force" the Work to compensate me f9r_rnore than I was
Because I was not able quickly· to finance the property, and
because Mr. Armstrong and I were within a few days of
departing on a round-the-world trip, the College advanced funds
to me to acquire the property. The escrow closed in January,
1971, and prior to our departure on the worldwide trip, I
quit-claimed the property to the College. Upon my return,
I found it impossible to arrange adequate financing to cash
out the College. At the time, Mr. Portune was contemplating
the refinancing of a nurnber.of faculty homes in Pasadena, and
he felt it appropriate to include the Lorna Vista property in
this arrangement. Hence, a $600,000.00 mortgage loan was
arranged with California Western Life Insurance co. through
the auspices of Dwyer-Curlett and Co.
Later in the year 1971, when this refinancing had been concluded,
I reacquired the property from the College subject to that
portion of the refinancing loan allocated to it, namely
$225,000.00. I transferred to the College my furnished horne
on Charing Cross Road as a downpayrnent, and gave to the College
a second mortgage in the amount of $145,000.00, with interest
at 7% to cover the balance of the purchase price to me
(which was equal to the original purchase price).

(d)

TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS, EXPENSES

From June 1972, until January, 1976, I paid all taxes and
mortgage payments on the Lorna Vista house and paid most of the
other running expenses. I was given an allowance for part
the latter, and some expenses were paid directly by the
Church or College for my benefit. I entertained extensively
and received many overseas guests of Mr. Armstrong, as
intended, including ambassadors and ministers of government,
university presidents, world court judges and the like. For
example, Mr. Teddy Kolleck, the Mayor of Jerusalem, for whom
I gave a reception, was a guest in this house, as were
Gideon Hausner, the Attorney General of Israel, Dr. Nagendrah Singh
of the World Court, numerous ambassadors of Israel, Jordan,
Egypt, Japan, many African nations and others.
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